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We consider Dynkin’s polynomials of the occupation field f T”! for a 2-dimen- 
sional Brownian motion X. Using a relationship between the occupation field and 
connected Feynman diagrams, we obtain Lsestimates for the renormalization of 
~7’~. We also obtain a measure on the space of continuous sample paths 
dQ = Z-’ exp{ - !T”f,} dP, where dP is the distribution of X, Z is a normalization 
constant, and 1 represents a space cutoff Since !T”: characterizes the self-inter- 
section of X of order n, dQ is a self-repelling process of order n. Our development is 
parallel to the development of the well-known :@“: quantum field theory. 0 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUC-D~N 
1.1. Let X= (X,, t 2 0) be a 2-dimensional Brownian motion with 
exponential killing. Let T(z) = J; 6,(X,) ds be the occupation field of X at 
z. {T(z), z E R2} is a generalized field which formally measures the amount 
of time that X spends at z. In this paper, we obtain a generalized field 
which is formally T”(z) and since T”(z) = i; . . . f; 6,(X,,) 6,(X,,) ... 
6,(X,J ds, ... ds,, it characterizes the self-intersections of X of order n. Let 
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P, be the probability distribution of X such that X,, = x. We also determine 
a probability measure Q which is formally given by 
@=$exp{ -{A(y)jOm...J: 6,(X,,)...G,(X,“)ds,ds,.-.ds,dy dP, 
I 
Here co > 12 0 and 2 is a normalization constant. We call Q a self- 
repelling process associated with Brownian motion. 
Symanzik’s representation [S, 21 of Euclidean scalar quantum fields 
expresses correlation functions of a quantum field in terms of the expec- 
tation of functionals of the occupation field of X. Many results in quantum 
field theory were obtained by using this representation and some properties 
of the occupation field of X. (See, e.g., [l, 51.) In this paper, we go the 
other direction. Using techniques from quantum field theory, we study 
some properties of the occupation field of X. Symanzik’s representation for- 
mally suggests that localization of :4*“(z): is similar to localization of T”(z) 
and renormalization of d*“-theory is similar to renormalization of Q. In 
this paper, we make this connection clear by making our development 
parallel to the well-known development of d2”-theory. (See, e.g., [4, 
Chap. 83.) Feynman diagrams and Nelson’s argument are used in here. 
Roughly speaking, the Feynman diagrams of a self-repelling process 
associated with Brownian motion are certain connected Feynman diagrams 
of a :#2”:-theory. 
We use Dynkin’s renormalization procedure to define powers of 
occupation field !T”i [3]. In this paper, we first extend Dynkin’s L2- 
estimate of ir”r in [3] to LP-estimates of iT”i (Theorem 1.1. below). Then 
we apply these LP-estimates to obtain the measure dQ (Theorem 1.2). 
Finally, we give an expression of moments of !Tni in terms of certain 
Feynman diagrams (Theorem 1.3). This paper is also an extension of [6] 
where the case n = 2 was considered. The combinatorial problem for 
general n is more complicated than for n = 2. 
We note that our method is applicable to other symmetric Markov 
processes with well-behaved Green’s functions in addition to the process X 
considered here. These include 2-dimensional Brownian motions with the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions in a bounded smooth domain and most 
symmetric diffusions on 2-dimensional manifolds. 
1.2. The Brownian motion in R* with a positive exponential killing rate 
k is a Markov process with the transition density 
P,(x, y)=(27~t)~~exp{--Jx-y)~/2t}exp{-tk}, x, YER*, t > 0. 
Let W be the space of all continuous mappings from [0, [) into R*, 
where I& 0 < [ < co, is arbitrary. Let 9 be the o-algebra generated by 
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p-e w,x,EB), {bt}, for all positive t and all Bore1 sets B in R*. We 
put X, = 8 for t 2 [, where 8 is an additional point. For a function f defined 
on R*, we also put f(8) = 0. For E 2 0, we put gE(x, y) = j,” pE(x, y) ds and 
g(x, y) = g,(x, y) is called the Green’s function of pt. A positive function h 
on R2 is said to be excessive if f p((x, y) h(y) dy t h(x) as t JO. It is well 
known that for an excessive function h, there exists a measure Pz on 
(W, 9) such that 
= s I ... Pt,(X, Y1)Ptz-r,(Yl? Y2)...Pc-tn-,(Yn-1, YJ 
Xfbl~ Y2, . .YYrJ My,) dy, . ..dy., (1.1) 
for all O<t,<t,< . . . < t, < co and any bounded Bore1 function f on 
R”. The constant function 1 and g( ., y) are excessive functions. We write 
P, for Pk and P,, for PXg(“-“). For measures ,u, v, we also put P,, = 
j Pxyi4dx) v(dy). 
The occupation field of X, T= { T(f); f E b ounded continuous functions 
on R*}, is defined by 
For a fixed z E R*, we put T,(z) = T(p,(z, . )). We consider Dynkin’s powers 
of the occupation field (see 1.16 of [3]): 
(1.2) 
To define B,,, let 
Cl = 1 
cj= Cj(t, z) = J p,(z, z’) p,(z, 22). . . p,(z, z’) 
g(z’, z’) g(z*, z3) . . . g(z’- ‘, z’) dz’ dz* . . . dz’, j=2,3 ) . . . . 
Let S’(u) =cim_ 1 Cj#’ be the generating function of (Cj) and 2 be the 
inverse function of 55’. We define {B,,} as the coefficients in the expansion 
B,, unvr. 
For a measure ;1 on R*, we write IT:ti, for j !T:(z)i I(dz). We say that the 
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measure J. is admissible if Iz(dz) =f(z) dz and j If(z)lk dz c cc for all 
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Dynkin showed (Theorem 1.1 of [3]) that the limit of iT:ii, 
exists in L’(P,,), as t + 0 if I is admissible and p, v belong to the class of 
measures m such that j g’(x, y) m(dx) m(dy) < co for all i= 1,2. In this 
paper, we generalize Dynkin’s L*-estimate as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 1 be admissible and XE R*. There exist positive 
constants u, c = c(x, A) such that if t and s are sufficiently small, then 
P,(;T;;,- !T::,)2P < czp[(2p)!]” (max(t, s))*p”, (1.4) 
for any non-negative integer p. 
Throughout this paper n = 1,2, . . . is fixed and constants may depend 
on n. 
By Theorem 1.1, a random field IT”:, indexed by an admissible 2 exists 
as the L*(P,)-limit of iT;i j. exists. 
THEOREM 1.2. Zf ,I is non-negative admissible, then exp{ -r ! Tntl} 
belongs to L’( P,), for all r, 00 > r > 0. 
Remark. The same method of our proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 also 
give similar results for measures P,, x # y. 
By Theorem‘1.2, there exists a constant Z such that 
is defined on ( W, 9) as a probability measure. The process ( W, 9, Q) is 
called a self-repelling process of order n associated with Brownian motions. 
1.3. We shall use the following Feynman diagrams. Let A be an index 
set. Suppose a real-valued symmetric function h defined on A x A is given. 
For or(i, j, k) E A, i = 1, . . . . n, j = 1, 2, . . . . ni, k = 1, 2, . . . . nV. We write 
( 
y :fl n 4(4i, A k)):) =c Z(P), (1.5) 
j k P 
where p runs over all pairings (unordered pairs) of a(i, j, k) such that for 
all i, cr(i, j, k) and a(i, I, m) cannot be paired for any j, k, I, m. 
Z(p) = n h(a, a’), where the product is taken over all pairs (a, a’) in p. 
We consider vertices indexed by (i, j), i = 1,2, . . . . n; j = 1, 2, . . . . ni. Legs 
labelled a(& j, k), k = 1, 2, . . . . nU are attached to vertex (i, j). A Feynman 
diagram is a pairing of legs such that 2 legs from vertices that have the 
same first index cannot be paired. Let D be a Feynmann diagram. If we use 
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a bond to represent a pair (~1, CI’) in D, then a graph G(D) consisting of 
vertices and bonds is determined. We say that D is connected if G(D) is 
connected. We shall put 
(1.6) 
where c runs over all connected Feynmann diagrams that contribute to 
(1.5). We call (1.6) the connected part of (1.5). We also extend (1.6) 
linearly to all linear combinations of terms of the form 
I= 1, 2, . . . . 
Henceforth let A = R* u R4. Let z, z’, w, w’ E R*. We shall consider h which 
is given by 
h(z, z’) = g(z, z’) if z#z’;h(z,z)=O; 
h((z, w), z’) = h(z’, (z, w)) = h(z, z’) - h(w, z’); 
h((z, w)(z’, w’)) = h(z, (z’, w’)) - h(w, (z’, w’)). 
In Section 4, we also obtain the following expression for moments of 
random fields ! T”i A in terms of certain connected Feynman diagrams. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let Al, . . . . 1, be admissible. Then 




x Fl ni (:8(x)::[ B(zi)24(zi)~p ’ m:,‘]! :[ 4(zj)24(zj)r:), 
(b) P,(~T”l~,, . . . !T”m:Am) 
= j--j I,(dz,)...l,(dz,) (:m::m: fi :[4(z+‘(zj)]‘:) . 
i=l c 
Remark. Theorem 1.3 shows that iT”i, #O if 0 G Iz and A is not 
identically zero. Therefore the measure Q and P, are not equal. 
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2. A,,, B,, AND THEIR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
2.1. The generating function of B,, is given by (1.3). It is equivalent to 
Q(u)’ -= 
r! f &run, 
r =o, 1, 2, . . . . 
n=O 
Let A,= 1, A,,=0 for all r>n, A,,,=0 for all nB 1, and 
(2.1) 
A,,=A,,(t,z)=n!~Cj,-~Cj,, nar>O, (2.2) 
where the summation is taken over all (j,, . . . . j,) such that ji 2 1 and 
j,+ ... + jr=n. 
The exponential generating function of (A,,) is 
O” A c 2 go’ = evwu. n,r=O n! r! 
Since 9 is the inverse function of V, we have 
Hfjo+(9(u))n=ur, r=O, I,2 ,.... 
By (2.1) and (2.4), we have 
BnsAs,un = ur, r=O, 1,2, . . . . 
Therefore (A,,) is the inverse matrix of (B,,). By (1.2), we have 







Let di be the number of factors of Ci in a term on the right side of (2.2). 
Then d,aO, di=O for all i>n-r+ 1, Cdi=r and C&=n. For a fixed 
{&,A, . . ..L.+,) satisfying these conditions, the number of (ji, . . . . j,) 
that correspond to {d, , d2, . . . . d, _ r + 1 } equals the number of permutations 
of r objects where dl of them are alike, dz are alike, . . . . d, _ I + , are alike. It 
is equal to r!(d, ! d,! . ..d.-,+, !)-‘. Therefore 
A.,=n! r! JT$$... 
cdn--r+ 1 
n--r+1 
1. 2’ d I’ 
nLr>O, (2.7) 
n-r+]. 
where summation is taken over all (d,, . . . . d, --r+ ,) such that di > 0, 
x di = r, C id, = n. 
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2.2. We consider graphs consisting of vertices 1, 2, . . . . n and bonds 
where each bond connects two different vertices. Given a graph, the mul- 
tiplicity of a vertex is the number of bonds connecting the vertex. In this 
paper, we consider graphs where the multiplicities of vertices are either 0, 1, 
or 2 only. A connected component of such a graph must be either an 
m-chain 
or an m-loop 
i, - j, - i, _ . . _ i,, ma1 (2.8) 
. . . . 
l,--l~-I)- ... -1,-l,, m 2 2. 
Suppose y is an m-chain of the form (2.8). Let y( 1) and y(2) denote the two 
end points, i,, i,, of y if m 3 2. If m = 1, we say that the two endpoints of y 
are equal to ii. Let Jk be the set of vertices with multiplicities k, and 1 Jkl be 
the number of vertices in Jk. Let C(n) be the set of graphs of n vertices such 
that all connected components are chains. Given a graph r~ C(n), let d,,, 
be the number of m-chains in r’. We call {d,, m > 1 } the characteristics 
of r. 
Let S be the subgroup of permutations of vertices { 1,2, . . . . n> which 
leaves a given graph with characteristics {d,} unchanged. Let ISI be the 
order of S. Then the number of r~ C(n) with characteristics {d,} is equal 
to n!/lSl. Let H be the subgroup of S which preserves each connected com- 
ponent of K Then IHI = 2d2+d3+ “‘. The cosets, S/H, are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set of transformations on the space of connected 
components which map m-chains to m-chains. The number of such trans- 
formations is d, ! dz !... Therefore 
ISI =2 d2 + dj + n d,,,!. 
mz.2 
Let q(d,,,) be the number of graphs in C(n) with characteristics {d,}. Then 
n! 
q(dm)=2d2+dj+ ‘.. d2! d3! ..: 
Denote by C,(n) the subset of C(n) which consists of graphs with exactly 
r components. Let C(n, n) be the subset of C(n) such that the vertex n is in 
Jo u J,. Let C,(n, n) be the set of all graphs in C(n, n) with exactly r com- 
ponents. If rE C,(n) has characteristics {d,}, then d,,, 2 0, d,,, = 0 for all 
m>n-l+l, Cd,,,=l, and Cmd,,,=n.’ Since Cd,,,=& the number of 
graphs in C,(n) with characteristics {d,,,} is equal to q(d,) and it is 
4(d,)=2,-d,dnjd , . 2. 3.“’ 
(2.10) 
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2.3. In the rest of this paper, Z= (Z’, Z*, . ..) and Zi= (Z!, Zf, Z:, . ..). 
i = 1, 2, 3, . ..) are collections of independent copies of X such that Zi = z 
and Zg = zi for all i, j. We shall write E, for the expectation of functionals 
of Zi, and E, for the expectation of functionals of 2. Thus for j > 2, 
Cj(t,z)=E,g(Z:, Zf) g(Zfy Z:)...g(Z{-‘, Z{). (2.11) 
For r~ C(n), we put 
- - 
Z,(T) = n (:(b(z;): $(Zj):). 
(i, j)E r 
Here (i j) E I-’ means (i, j) is a bond in r. 
(2.12) 
THEOREM 2.1. For n > r 3 1, 
(a) A..tf, z) = r! E, CrEC,(,,) I,(0 P1’*. 
Leta(T)=I.J,1/2 ifnEJoanda(T)=(IJ,1/2)-l ij”n~J~. Then 
tb) A.,(6 z) = n(r - 1 Y -5 Crc C,(n,n) I,(r) W). 
Proof (a) The right side of (a) equals 
r! cc C;llCp.. . Cf-;;+,,‘2’-dl, (2.13) 
where the first summation is taken over all (d,, d2, . . . . d,- r+ i) such that 
d, 2 0, C d, = r, C md,,, = n, and the second summation is taken over all 
r~ C,(n) with characteristics {d,}. By (2.10) and (2.7), (2.13) equals 
A”,(6 z). 
(b) Let y be an m-chain of r~ C,(n, n) that contains the vertex n. We 
notethatm~n-r+landm=nifr=l.Ifr=l,thenthevertexnEJ,and 
a(T) = 0. Therefore, the right side of (b) equals n! C,. By (2.2), it is equal 
to A,,. If n > r > 2, then r\y can be identified with a graph in C,- ,(n - m). 
{fly; f E C,(n, n), y is an m-chain which contains the vertex n} is in one- 
to-one correspondence with C,- I(n -m). There are (n - l)!/(n -m)! ways 
to select m - 1 vertices from { 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 } to form an m-chain with the 
vertex n. Therefore, the right side of (b) equals 
n(r-l)! C E,Z,(T) 2”“‘* 
I-EC,-,(n- 1) 
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By Theorem 2.1 (a), the above is equal to 
n--r+ 1 




m=, (n-m)! An-m,rpl’ 
cc” 
By (2.2), the above equals 
j,> 1 
= n! c cj,-cj,. 
jl+ ... +~,=n 
J’, b 1 
By (2.2), this is equal to the left side of (b). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
3.1. Let t(z)= 4(z) 4(2)/2. We shall use the following identities of 
moments of occupation fields and connected Feynman diagrams: 
= ~...Jj-l(zl,...fm(z~, f (:m::,(zi,: l-j :5(z’):) dzl...dzrn 
i=l j#i c 
(3.1) 
= j+-l(zl)~~&,(~m) (:m: :m: fi :<(zj):) dz’ dz2...dzm. 
j=l ‘ 
(3.2) 
for all bounded continuous functions fi, . . . . fm. Identities (3.1) and (3.2) 
have been proved in [6, (2.7) and (2.8)]. 
To prove Theorem 1.1, it is sufficient o consider the case A>, 0. We write 
I(dF) for ni2(dzi) and E, for ni E,. By (1.2) and (3.1), 
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x fi [Q;n'(~j)-Q~'(~j)] , 
j=2 > < 
(3.3) 
where 
Q;@(Zj) = i B,,(t, zj) :t;(Z,!,): ... :tJ(Z;,): 
r=O 
3.2. Let A and B be linear combinations of terms of the form 
ni :nj nk qqa,(i, j, k)):, I= 1, 2, . . . . We say that A and B are equivalent in 
the sense of connectedness, A g B, if (:4(x): AM),= (:4(x): BM),, for 
all M of the form ni :nj nk &(~(!(i, j, k)):. 
For any r~ C(r), we put 41(r)=n,(4(Zj’(‘)) 4(Z3(2))/2), where the 
product is taken over all chains y in b, and y(l), j(2) are two end- 
points of y. If y is a l-chain, then y(l) =y(2). If r~ C(r, r), then the vertex 
r must be an endpoint of a chain y in f. We let r’ be the other endpoint 
of y. If y is a l-chain, then r’= r. For TE C(r, r), we also put 
d:(r) = d(Z;‘) nYIr6 y ($(Z;(‘)) 4(Z;(2))/2), where the product is taken over 
chains y in r such that y does not contain r. 
LEMMA 3.1. In (3.3), we may replace 
(a) Qcn)(Z) by -!- .l(Z’). . . ((Zn). , n!’ ’ , * 
n-1 n 
+ 1 1 1 UL,(4z)l! Z,(02’-d’) 




i! . > 
(b) V(Z) by & :((Zi). . @z;-‘) qs(ZY): 
n-1 ” 
+ 1 1 1 B,,(t, z) r(f - l)! Z,(T) 2”(r) 
/=I r=/+I I-EC,(T,T) 
( 
d’(r) x :m:-: 
((z;+‘). . .5(Z:+‘-‘) qqz:+‘). 
(f-l)! > . . 
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Proof of (a). By comparing Feynman diagrams, we have 
:[(Zi): . . . :r(z;): A 1 Z,(T) 2’5”‘*:4,(r): 
I-G C(r) 
x i c Z,(T) 2’-d1 :$b,(z-):. 
/= 1 rs C,(r) 
(3.4) 
Therefore, Q(“)(z) I 
A f f: B,,(t, 2) & I! Z,(T) 2’-d1 :y! 
I=1 r=l 
A f i B,,(r, z) 1 Z! Z,(T) 2’- lfl :y 
I=1 r=l+l I-e C,(r) 
+ i B,,(t, z) I!: 




Since (A,,) is the inverse matrix of (B,,) and A,, = I!, we have 
l! B,,=d,,- f B,,A,,. 
r=l+l 
(3.6) 
Substituting (3.6) into (3.5), we get Q:“)(f) 
& .w: 1 . . .5bq 
n! * 
+ f i &At, 2) 1 d*(r) 
/=l r=l+l I-s C,(r) 
I! Z,(T) 2’-dl :7: 
-A (t z) .w:Pw:). 
rl3 . 
I! > . . 
If we substitute this expression for Qi’)(.?) in (3.3), we may also replace 
:[(Z,‘) . ..r(Z.): by :l(Z:+ ‘) ... (Z;+‘):. Applying Theorem 2.1 (a), we have 
proved (a). 
Proof of (b). By comparing Feynman diagrams, 
:t(z;):. . . :((z;-‘)::m:, 
= i 1 Z,(T) 2”‘?d;(r):, 
I= 1 I-G C,(r.r) 
(3.7) 
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By (3 7) S@‘)(Z) . 9 I 
n-l n 
Yxc c 
d:(r) B,,( t, z) r(Z - 1 )! z,(r) 2”cr) :-: 
I=1 r=l+l rsC,(r,r) (l-l)! 
+ f B ,,.i;w~~w-‘)m. 
nr ‘. I! 
. . (3.8) 
I= 1 
Again, if we substitute (3.8) in (3.3) then we may also replace 
:<(Z:)...<(Zi--)d(Z:): by:r(Z;+‘).-.t(Z:+‘-‘)d(Z:+‘):.Therefore, (b) 
follows from (3.6), (3.8), and Theorem 2.1 (b). 
Let z and w be in R'. Let a(i, j) and fi( i, j), i = 1, 2, . . . . n, j = 1, 2, . . . . ni, be 
in R2uR4 such that ~(1, l)=z, /?(l, l)=w, and cr(i, j)=fl(i, j) for all 
(i, j) # (1, 1). A useful observation is that 
(3.9) 
1 J 1 i 
where v( 1, 1) = (z, w) and q(i, j) = a(i, j) = /?(i, j), for all (i, j) # (1, 1). 
Let r~ C,(r) and y,, y2, . . . . y, be the components of I’. Then 
d,(r) 5(z:+‘)-5(z:+‘). 
7---: I! . 
By (3.9), the above is equivalent in the sense of connectedness to 
; i { :"ii' ((z:111))~(z~(2))d(z:k(1! z:;*1 w:+k) fi r(z;+j): 
’ k=l j=l j=k+l 
+ .“II’ #@y,(‘)) &zpc2)) tj(zF(‘)) &Z;k(2), Z;+k) 
j= I 2 2 
fi s(z:+'):} 
j=k+l 
= 2 @k,,@), 
k=l 
(3.10) 
where @k,,(Z) designates the kth term in the above summation. Qk,JZ) 
depends on the process Z, I, r, r~ C,(r) and t. We shall write 
@k,r@) = @ I,r,r,k,f(Z) if it is necessary. For rE C,(r, t-), let y,, y2, . . . . y, be 
connected components of r and y,(2) = r. Then 
580/84/2-6 
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I- I 
x JJ tl(z:+j)~(z;+g: 
j=k+l 
+ .*fj’ qqZy,(‘)) qqz:,q f$(zy)) qqzp, z;+q 
? -I 
j= 1 L ‘ 
/-I 
x n ((Z;+j)qqZ:+~): 
j=k+l 
l 
+ (I- l)! ‘i=, 
.‘fj’ bwyw(2)) 4(z;,(‘), zy + ‘): 
2/- 1 
= kc, 
where @L,(Z) is a shorthand notation for one of the above 21 
mands. We also have 
f :<(Zf) . . . &ZY): -; :l(Zi). . . ((Zf): 
Again, we write the above as Cp’ 1 Yk(z). Similarly, 
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+ j-&y :g’ 5(Z:‘) 4(-T, q:. 
. , 1 
This is a summation of 2n - 1 terms. We write ~~=-rr YU;(Z) for this 
summation. 
By Lemma 3.1, (3.10), and (3.11), we may replace @)(Z)-Q$:)(z) in 
(3.3) by 
$ vl,@) + ‘f’ f 1 : q/,r.l-(r, z, @l,r.I-,k.r@) 
k=l I=1 r=/+l TtC,(r)k=l 
n-l IT 
- c c c I? 4/d% a @l,r,r,k,sm. (3.12) 
/=I r=/+l TeC,(r)k=I 
We may also replace S?)(Z) - S.?)(Z) in (3.3) by 
Zn- 1 n-l ” 2/-I 
1 !?dz) + 1 c 1 c &J-(r% z, @;,r,T,k,r@) 
k=l /=I i-=/+1 rcC,(r,r) k=l 
n-l n 2/L 1 
- 1 c c c d,r,i+, z, @;.,,i-,k,,@)* (3.13) 
I= I r=/+ 1 r~C,(r,r) k= I 
Here 
qr.,,r(t, -3 = B,,(4 Z) l! I,(f) 2’- d’, 
q;,Jt, 7) = B,,(t, Z) r(l- l)! Z,(f) 2”cr), 
I,(f) is given by (2.12) and depends on 7. 
Let e(n) = 21 + C;z/ C:=,+, (24 IC,(r)l and e’(n) = 2n - 1 + 
C;:: x;=,+ r (ZZ- 1) IC,(r, r)l. By (3.3), (3.12), and (3.13), the left side of 
(3.3) is equal to 2p multiplied by a sum of (e(n))‘P- ’ . e’(n) terms and each 
term is of the form 
s A(d) E, :4(x): fi qi(Zi) @J~(.Z,) (- i= I 
where qi(Zi) Qi(Zj) may be one of 
{ yk(zi), q,rrtt, zi) olrTkr(Zi), q/rr(s, zi) @lrTks(zi)}, 
for i = 2, . . . . 2p; and ql(.?,) @,(z,) may be one of 
t K(Zl), d,i-(~~ Z,) @;A~,)~ 4;A% 2,) @J;ri-J&,). 
(3.14) 
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A Feynman diagram for (3.14) can have at most 4pn legs. Therefore, the 
number of Feynman diagrams in (3.14) is bounded by (4np - l)!! < 
CmYl” . c y, for some constant ci, depending on n. Therefore, we have 
obtained a total estimate of the left side of (3.3) by 
c2pccw!l” ““,P J- ;l(&) E,qZ(D), (3.15) 
where q is a product of coefficients in (3.14) and D runs over all connected 
Feynman diagrams that contribute to (3.14). 
3.3. We now estimate (3.15). j A(&) E,qZ(D) is of the form 
where the product of q,‘s comes from the coeffkients in (3.14) and b runs 
over all bonds in the graph of D. If b represents a pairing of legs labelled by 
components of zj and Tt, then a factor J’JZj, 2,) is in the product. 
We apply Holder’s inequality successively to (3.16) as follows: Let B(i) 
be the set of b depending on Zi. Let 1Zl be the number of bonds in ZY 
We note that Z,(T) is a product of IZJ many Green functions. We 
write Z,(f)= ~~~ I h,(Zi). IZ-1 = r-f, if f E C,(r). Let /I lip denote the 
Lp(A(dz) E,) norm. If lB(l)l=2n- 1, then we apply 
If IS(l){ =2f- 1, Z<n, and the factor q1(21)@1(21) in (3.14) is equal to 
&At, 2,) @L-t@l 1, then we apply 
I 
r-l 
A(&,) E;, n F&?,, .) n h,(Z,) r(l- I)! 2*(r)&(t, z,) 
bsB(1) m=I 
r-l 
< 111 II Zn r( I - 1 )! 2”cr) bs& liFbtz, ‘)ii2n n hnlln II&~,ll.,(n-r,. 
m=l 
For i = 2, 3, . . . . 2p, if [B(i)/ = 2n, then we apply 
A(dzi) E, n IFb@;, *)I < fl IIF&%, *)112,,. 
be&i) b= B(i) 
If E(i) = 21, I < n, and qi(Zi) ai in (3.14) is equal to qJt, Zi) @~&2~), 
then we apply 
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i 
r-l 
l(dzJ E, n Fb(zi, .) n h,(Zi) I! 2’-d’B,,(r, ZJ 
bc E(i) m=l 
r-l 
We also use I)B,,(t, z)/I.,~,~,, 6 c1 IIB,,(t, z)ll, for some constant c, 
depending on A. We put 
r, - A 
?i(‘Jcm~, llhm(zi)lln ’ IIBnrI(f, zi)ll 03’ 
Then (3.16) is bounded by 
czp Il~,ll:~* fl vi fi n 1/4dz,) 4dz2) E,,&,F%, .Ii”4n, (3.17) 
i j=l bcB(j) 
where c is a constant depending on A and n, e is the bond in G(D) that 
connects the leg labelled by x, the product over i is taken over those i such 
that [B(i)1 < 2n for i = 2, 3, . . . . 2p, and [B(i)1 <2n- 1, if i= 1. 
3.4. We shall need the following estimates: Let ,I > 0 be admissible. Let 
E = max(t, s). There exist positive constants 6 = 6(n), c = c(A, n) such that 
for sufficiently small t and s, we have 
II dxv Z,) II 2n < CT for all x E R*. (3.18.1) 
lldz;,,, -q,)II*, cc, for all i, j. (3.18.2) 
II g(x, z: 1 - &3x7 -q)ll2n < CfZd. (3.18.3) 
II g(x, z: I- g(x, z,l )I1 2n < CE26 (3.18.4) 
IMZ’,.,, a,,, - g(-q,,, Z4,s)l12n < CE26, for all i, j and all CI = t or s. 
(3.18.5) 
II g(-& z:,,) - gwl,,~ ZJII 2n < cs**, for all i. (3.18.6) 
Ilsvt,,~ -3.J - &q,,T -q,) - d-q,.&) 
+ g(Z1,sv -q,,ll*n < c&26, for all i, j. (3.18.7) 
Ilgw:,,~ -%.J - d-qs, z,,, - &q,,Y z:,,, 
+ g(Z:,,, Z{,,))(2Zn < min(c&26, cs*&), for all i, j. (3.18.8) 
IIg(-G,,7 z:,,, - ‘dz:,,, a,,, - sv;,,, -qJ 
+ g(G,,3 Z$,s)ll 2n < min(ct26, CS~~), for all i, j, I, k. (3.18.9) 
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Here II IIzn in (3.18.1), (3.18.3), and (3.18.4) means the L2”(1(dz) E,)-norm. 
The 11 IIZn in the remaining estimates means the L*“(A(dz,) Il(dz,) Ez,E,,)- 
norm. Estimates (3.18.1)(3.18.9) follow from (3.19), (3.20), (3.21), the 
Triangle inequality, and Holder’s inequalities. For any admissible I, 12 0 
and any n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . there exist constant c(n), c(n), y(n) such that 
E, g”(Z,‘, z;) <c(n) llog ?I’(“), (3.19) 
s l(dz) Ez fk z,) G 41) c(n), for all x, (3.20) 
and there exists 01> 0 such that 
i‘ 4dz) E, I g(Z,, x1 - s(z, XII 3’2 < c(A) I’, (3.21) 
for all x E R2 and all sufficiently small t. (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21) were 
proved in (A.13), (A.15), and (A.21) of [6]. 
We shall show that there exist positive constants a, c depending on n 
such that, for sufficiently small t, 
Irli(t)l d w% V), for all i. (3.22) 
By Holder’s inequality, C,(t, z) is less than or equal to 
[(E g2(Z’ Z2$)](j-1)‘2. By (3.19), this is bounded by c(llog tlT)‘-‘, where 
c and r ate constants independent of 12. By (2.2), there exists a constant 
c(n, r) such that 
IA.,(t, z)l <c(n, r)(llog tl’)“-‘. 
Since Cl_‘,’ A k+I,iBis=hk+ l,s, we have 
(3.23) 
1 
B - /c+~,s=(~+ l)! ak+~,s -iA k+uBis i=s 1 (3.24) 
By (3.23), (3.24), and induction on k, we have 
IB,,(t, z)l dy(n, r)(llog 4’)“-‘3 (3.25) 
for some constants y(n, r), and r is independent of n, r. 
By (3.19), the factor llh,(Z,)ll, in the expression for vi(t) is bounded by 
c llog tld for some c, 6 > 0. Combining this with (3.25) yields (3.22). 
3.5. We now apply the estimates in Subsection 3.4 to bound (3.17). The 
factors llF,l/ :i2 and llFb(., .)IliL* in (3.17) must be in the list of 
(3.18.1)-(3.18.9) and they are all bounded. If for some i=2, 3, . ...2p, 
B(i) < 2n, then either q,(t) or vi(s) in (3.17) is present. If B( 1) < 2n - 1, then 
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either q,(t) or q,(s) is present. If it is vi(t), then there exists some by B(i) 
such that /Fb( ., .)11:/n is bounded by a constant times t’. If it is qi(s), then 
there exists some b E B(i) such that IlFJ ., .)/Iii2 d const. ss. Together with 
(3.22), we then have llFb( ., .)jIi!,z ll]J <CE’ with O< LY ~6. If for some 
i = 2, . . . . 2p, B(i) = 2n, then there is b E B(i) such that l/R’J ., .)I1 i/, < c .E’. If 
B(1)=2n- 1, then there is bEB(1) such that llFb(., .)[I~/,<c.E~. 
Therefore, we have a total estimate of (3.17) by c’~(E~)*~. End of the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
By linearity, it is suflicient to consider the case Ai for all i. By 
Theorem 1.1, we have 
By (1.2) and (3.1), the above equals 
lim ... 
I-+0 I s 
A,(dz,)~~~&,(dz,) E, f :4(x): S;“,)(Z,) fl Q;“J)@~) (4.1) 
i=l (- j+i 
By the same argument as what we have for (3.12) and (3.13), we may 
replace Q:“)(Z) in (4.1) by 
n-1 n 
4”V-a + 1 c 1 f q,rr(t, 2) @,d-kr(a 
/=I r=/+1 TeC,(r) k=l 
(4.2) 
where At”)(Z)= (l/n!):r(Z:)...5(2:):. We may also replace Sin)(Z) in (4.1) 
by 
n-l n 2/L I 
BI”‘(Z)+ c 1 c c 4L-(4 a %-km? (4.3) 
/=I r=l+l I-•C,(r,r) k=l 
where B!“)(Z) = (l/(n - l)!):r(Zi) ... t(Z:-‘) @(Z:):. By the same 
argument as what we have in Subsections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, (4.1) equals the 
limit of 
5 s ... A,(dz,),.~l,(dz,,,)E, 2 :~:@“I)(~~) n #)(Zj)) . (4.4) 
i= 1 j#i ‘ 
Consider any Feynman diagram D which contributes to (4.4). Z(D) must 
be the form 
N-T Tl,, . . . . Zm,) = dx, z;‘,, I-I ‘d-q,, z,“,,, 
h 
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where b runs over all bonds in D but not the bond which connects the leg 
labelled by x. If b connects a leg labelled by ZL, and a leg labelled by Zit, 
then g(ZL,, Zil) occurs in the product. We note that a #/I for any 6. 
Let h,(z) = E,R(x, ZL,, Zzr, . . . . z,,). Since R(x, Z,, Z,, . . . . Z,) is con- 
tinuous at (x, zl, . . . . 2,) for x # zi # z2 # ... Zz,, and R is in 
Lp( dx dZl dZ2 ...d.F.), for all 00 > pa 1, we have 
lim A,(.?) = R(x, Z,, Z,, . . . . Z,), (4.5) 
t-0 
for all x, zl, z2, . . . . z, for which x#z,#z,# ... Zz,. Since the A;s are 
admissible, (4.5) holds ni Ai(dzi)-a.e. It follows from (3.20) and Holder’s 
inequality that 
Hence {h,(z), 0 < t < 1 } is uniformly integrable with respect to ni li(dzi). 
Therefore 
fFo j . . . J n Ai(dzi) Z(D) = 1. . J” fl li(dzi) g(X, Zi) flg(Z, 3 ZP). I I b 
For each D, the above holds. Comparing Feynman diagrams, we have 
shown that the limit of (4.4), as t goes to zero, is equal to 
(n,!)-’ . ..(n.,,!)-’ times the right side of Theorem 1.3 (a). This proves (a). 
For a proof of (b), we apply (3.2) instead of (3.1) and the argument is the 
same as that in the proof of (a). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
We first show that there exist positive constants ci = c,(l, n) and r such 
that 
fry; j. 2 1 - c, /log tl?“. (5.1) 
Let D,,(t)=B,,(t, z)/llog r(+‘, where z is the constant in (3.25). By 
(3.25), we have [D,,,(t)\ <y(n, Y), where y(n, r) is a constant independent 
of t. Let 
J( y) = $ Y” + ‘f’ D,,(t) Y’. 
r= I 
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Then 
for Y>O 
2 -$ Y” - ‘2’ y(n, r) Y’> --a,, for all Y 2 0, 
r=l 
where Q, is a constant independent of t. By (1.2), 
This implies i Ty! A 2 1 - cI llog II’“, for some constant c, and all sufficiently 
small t. 
The next step is to show there exists a positive constant k such that 
P,{;T”;,< -cl ]log r]“} <e.-‘+ (5.2) 
for sufficiently small t. By (5.1), the left side of (5.2) is bounded by 
P,{I;T;;,-;T”;,l 3 1}<P~(;T;;j+T”~,)2p, for all p Z 0. 
By Theorem 1.1, the above is bounded by ~‘~[(2p)!]~” (t”)2pd 
A = ~‘~(2p)~“~ (t”)*“. If we choose p - 1 = [tP”‘3”/2], then there exists c2 > 0 
such that t - z/3n < 2p d c2 t - a/3n, if t is sufftciently small. Therefore, 
A < C2PC;P”t4P”/3 < e -*P 
feTp<exp{ -tCk>. 
if t is suffkiently small. Let k = 434 then 
This proves (5.2). 
By (5.2) and, for all b > 0, 
exp{ -tPk} dt < co, 
and we have shown Theorem 1.2 for r = 1. Since rl is non-negative and 
admissible if /, is non-negative, admissible, and r > 0, we have also shown 
Theorem 1.2 for all r >, 0. 
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